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oxyfire.Master.Suite.Professional.1.25.and.You.Can.See.Why.Gulfstream Aerospace plans to
create “a high value new business” from a network of unmanned aircraft: the Nautilus X, it said on
Friday. The Nautilus X will be a 16-rotor twin-engine aircraft capable of flying 200 nautical miles
at altitudes of up to 6,000 feet, according to the company. The first flight is planned for 2020. The
aircraft will feature a unique elliptical wing design for high cruise speeds and conventional wing
for hovering. Commercial aviation startup Nautilus Aerospace is developing an unmanned twin-
engine aircraft that will carry cargo and passengers on long-distance flights, the company said.
The Nautilus X will have a 16-rotor full-elliptical-wing design, and the first flight is planned for
2020. A company spokesperson said that the Nautilus X is designed for “long-range and short-
range commercial missions,” including cargo and passenger carriage. The Nautilus X will have a
3,750-pound gross weight, and a range of up to 200 nautical miles for high cruise speeds, and up
to 6,000 feet for hovering, according to the company. It will also be able to operate in “all mission
areas,” including “high-altitude wind-tunnel testing,” according to the company. The Nautilus X
will be capable of carrying more than 250 pounds of cargo or 15 passengers, the company added.
“We’ve been developing the Nautilus X as a high value new business,” the company said.
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